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“There is no Republican way to pave a street and no Democratic way to lay
a sewer” (Adrian, 1952, 766). This adage sums up the traditional consensus in
the urban politics literature that a mayors’ party affiliation or ideology has little
influence on cities’ spending because city-level public goods are easily monitored
(e.g. trash collection) and residents are willing to vote with their feet (Tiebout,
1956; Peterson et al., 1981). This consensus was empirically confirmed in Ferreira
and Gyourko (2009), who apply a regression discontinuity design (RDD) identifi-
cation strategy using close elections to confirm that a broad range of expenditures
indeed consistently does not respond to the party of the mayor in U.S. cities.

This paper conjectures that fiscal profligacy may still occur even at the city
level if expenditures are less observable to voters, as suggested by a large political
economy literature (Besley and Burgess, 2002; Adsera, Boix and Payne, 2003;
Strömberg, 2004; Ferraz and Finan, 2008). Glaeser and Ponzetto (2014) label such
hard-to-observe expenditures ‘shrouded ’, and Bawn et al. (2012) refer to them as
electoral blind spots, i.e. policy areas where voters are inattentive or unsure of the
facts, allowing politicians to cater to special interest groups (SIGs). The political
economy literature further suggests that SIG’s level of political organization will
be a determining factor in whether this occurs (Olson 1965, Persson and Tabellini
2000, ch.7, Grossman and Helpman 2001).

Both conditions (i.e. ‘shrouded’ benefits going to well-organized SIGs) apply
to the problem of public-sector pensions. Pension benefits are very valuable to
the well-organized public-sector unions. At the same time, the costs of pension
benefits to voters are easily obfuscated: While regular contributions into fully
funded pensions do appear in the budget, unpaid contributions (which lead to
under-funded pensions) simply disappear from view because they are not on the
budget, although they accumulate as legally binding future obligations behind the
surface (Johnson, 1997; Munnell, Aubry and Quinby, 2011; Mohan and Zhang,
2014).1 This misleading budget neutrality makes under-funded pension benefit
increases an attractive substitute to wage increases in politicians’ eyes. As one
prominent insider summarized, “consistent low-balling of pension costs over the
past two decades has made it easy for elected officials and union representatives to
agree on very valuable benefits, for very much smaller current pay concessions.”2

Statements made by the former mayor of Houston, Lee Brown, are revealing:
During a tight re-election campaign that he narrowly won with 51.7 percent of
votes, he was instrumental in a large increase in municipal employees’ pension

1Even fully paid actuarially required contributions will often fall significantly short of covering the
true costs of pension benefits because the actuarial assumptions underlying official calculations (about,
e.g. expected returns on plan assets, or expected retirement ages of workers) are often too generous, with
the assumptions being rubber-stamped by pension boards in a highly politicized process (Novy-Marx and
Rauh, 2011; Anzia and Moe, 2019). The relationship between government pension actuaries and pension
boards is also plagued by principal-agent problems (Malanga, August 25th 2016). Illustrating this point,
Novy-Marx and Rauh (2009) estimate that the appropriately calculated aggregate funding gap for the
largest state and municipal plans is above $3 trillion, compared to an official gap of $1 trillion.

2Quote from a speech by the late Jeremy Gold, member of the American Academy of Actuaries and
the Society of Actuaries Pension Financing Task Force, at MIT’s Golub Center for Finance and Policy,
in November 2015.
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benefits. He later justified his decision to increase pension benefits by the fact
that ”it was budget neutral”, and that he did not “have the funds to give municipal
employees the raises they deserved” (Boylan, 2016).

This paper utilizes narrow mayoral elections in an RDD that tests whether the
mayor’s party shapes a city’s pension benefits. It is perhaps not clear that one
should expect a partisan divide along the dimension of pensions, because several
studies conclude that public sector pension under-funding is, most of the time,
a bi-partisan problem (DiSalvo 2015, 134, Anzia and Moe 2017). It is, however,
clear that Democratic Party politicians at the local level are more dependent on
the political support of public-sector unions (Greenhut 2009, p.137, Anzia and
Moe 2015). Political economy theories that emphasize the importance of ‘bringing
out the base’ would thus predict a partisan tilt whereby Democratic Party mayors
are more likely to expand pension benefits in tightly contested elections (Glaeser,
Ponzetto and Shapiro, 2005; Glaeser and Ponzetto, 2014).3

This paper analyzes whether benefit payments out of, and contributions into
municipal pension plans depend on the party affiliation of a city’s mayor.4 Many
unobserved factors that can also influence pensions may determine whether city
residents elect a Democratic or Republican party mayor. For identification , the
paper therefore uses an RDD around close elections. Standard tests for bunching
of the running variable (i.e. Democratic Party vote share) do not come close to
rejecting its smoothness around the winning cutoff, suggesting the RDD identify-
ing assumptions hold in the U.S. city election data, as also suggested by previous
research (Eggers et al., 2015). The core finding of the paper is that changes in
the political party of the mayor have a sizeable effect on the per capita benefits of
a city’s pension plan, and that total contributions into the pension funds do not
go up at the same time. This effect is robust to a range of specifications, different
polynomials and optimal RDD bandwidth selection. By contrast, the highly vis-
ible fiscal outcomes considered in Ferreira and Gyourko (2009) are all confirmed
to indeed not respond to the party of the mayor. Varying the time horizon reveals
that the effect on pension benefits can be discerned starting three years after the
election, and is economically and statistically strongest five years later, before
becoming less precise six years out. This is consistent with the fact that pension
benefits adjust only slowly, through collective bargaining or by statute, and that
six years after an election the city is already well past its next electoral cycle.

Having a Democratic Party mayor is associated with $2,700–$3,300 larger in-
creases in annual per capita benefits per person (or $2,000 in constant 2010 dol-
lars) five years after an election. This estimate equals seventy to ninety percent

3Many cities are “institutionally nonpartisan” in that they prohibit party labels from being printed
on election ballots. However this de jure constraint appears to have little bearing on the actual de facto
importance of parties in a given city. See (Ferreira and Gyourko, 2009, fn.7).

4 With publicly available data, it is not possible to say whether benefits are unfunded in an actuarial
accounting sense because this can only be determined with knowledge of the full distribution of current
workers’ expected retirement ages, and their full expected benefit payments relative to the contribu-
tions asked of them. Instead the paper studies whether benefit increases are larger than what can be
statistically explained by concurrent contribution increases.
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of the average increase in plans’ per capita benefits over the same time horizon.
A back-of-the-envelope calculation suggests this would translate into a fifteen
to nineteen percent funding gap two decades later. An investigation into other
outcomes provides evidence on the mechanisms that link concurrent benefit ex-
pansions to the subsequent erosion of plans’ funding levels. These data show that
when benefits expand in a plan, public-sector workers pay higher contributions
into the plan, but this is offset by the municipal employer paying less of their re-
quired contributions. As well, active contribution-paying members begin to retire
sooner, thus swelling the ranks of pension recipients inside a plan. These pieces
of evidence help in establishing a link between today’s benefit expansions and
tomorrow’s under-funding.

As a final exercise, the data are split by plan type and then by election type. By
plan type, the political economy literature suggests effects should be most pro-
nounced where benefits go to the most well-organized SIGs (Olson 1965, Persson
and Tabellini 2000, ch.7). For historical reasons (discussed in section II.D) police
and fire-fighters have the best-organized public sector unions at the municipal
level. (Teachers’ pension plans are almost all state-wide, and thus not part of the
analysis in this paper.) The data show that the effect is indeed concentrated in
pension plans for police and fire-fighters. The data further show that the effect
is driven by Democratic Party mayors entering office rather than continuing in
office. This suggests that the estimated effect is the local average treatment effect
of a Democratic Party candidate “breaking into office”.

This paper’s main contribution is to show that the voter-imposed fiscal disci-
pline that makes parties irrelevant for the more visible budget items in U.S. cities
does not hold for ‘shrouded’ types of expenditures that benefit narrow constituen-
cies and whose costs are not easily observed or understood by all tax payers. This
finding is situated in a broader literature applying RD designs to local elections
and local public finance (Pettersson-Lidbom, 2008; Ferreira and Gyourko, 2009;
Vogl, 2014; Fiva, Folke and Sørensen, 2018). This literature is primarily focused
on developing countries, , but since Ferreira and Gyourko (2009), several studies
have also applied the same identification framework to U.S. city elections. Gerber
and Hopkins (2011) show that the mayor’s party can matter in areas where local
decision makers are less constrained by federal actors (e.g. local public safety).
And de Benedictis-Kessner and Warshaw (2016) show that Democratic mayors
issue substantially more debt than Republican mayors, and cities with Demo-
cratic mayors pay more interest to service this debt.Warshaw (2019) goes so far
as to argue that “recent work has overturned the longstanding consensus that
local politics was essentially nonideological.”

The paper’s second contribution is to the literature on public-sector pension
funding. Under-funded public-sector pension obligations are the biggest fiscal
challenge that many U.S. cities (and states) face in the coming decades: Many
pension plans are severely underfunded (Novy-Marx and Rauh, 2009), and, un-
like federal social security, municipal and state pension obligations are legally
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binding commitments (Burns, 2011; Trusts, 2013). Ultimately, it is therefore to-
morrow’s taxpayers that are on the hook when plans are under-funded. Where
the funding gap is sufficiently large, it can culminate in municipal bankruptcy.5

Most observers agree that underfunded public-sector pensions are first and fore-
most a political economy problem (Mitchell and Smith, 1994; Greenhut, 2009;
Burns, 2011; Trusts, 2013; Kelley, 2014; Gale and Krupkin, 2016; Anzia and Moe,
2019). However, rigorous studies on pension under-funding have so far focused on
pensions’ fund management and on accounting practices (Novy-Marx and Rauh,
2009, 2014a,b; Brown and Wilcox, 2009). This paper provides causally identified
evidence on the political economy drivers of pension under-funding.

I. Background on Pension Under-Funding

In the Census Bureau’s Annual Survey of Public Pensions (ASPP), funding
levels are not typically observed. This paper’s empirical focus is therefore on the
generosity of historical benefit expansions relative to their concurrent contribution
changes. Section I.A explains how these flows of changing benefits and contri-
butions eventually determine the stock of a pension’s funding level. Section I.B
discusses the political process by which benefit expansions come to pass.

A. Actuarial Accounting

In Defined Contribution (DC) plans, benefits payments are directly tied to the
return on past contributions so that there cannot be a funding gap. However,
almost all municipal pensions in the U.S. are Defined Benefit (DB) plans, where
future benefits are legally binding obligations, irrespective of a plan’s funding
level, so that pension under-funding can occur. The basic metric of a DB pension’s
funding gap is the difference between its assets and its discounted future benefit
obligations committed to its pensioners and active members. This gap is referred
to as a plan’s Unfunded Actuarially Accrued Liabilities (UAAL). The actuarial
accounting that goes into calculating a plan’s UAAL is complicated, but it can
be broadly summarized (at time τ) by the following expression

(1) UAALiτ = Assetsiτ −
∞∑
t>τ

Benefitsit
(1 +AARi)t−τ

.

The AAR is the actuarially assumed return on a plan’s assets; at a higher AAR
future benefit obligations are discounted more steeply. It is worth noting that past
contributions by employers and employee do not appear in expression (1), because
they (and the return that was earned on them) are what makes up the plan’s

5City bankruptcies are not mono-causal, but a re-negotiation of pension obligations is usually the
most important order of business once a city has gone into bankruptcy (The Economist, March 1st 2014).
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current asset base. Future contributions are by default actuarially determined to
cover obligations accrued in the future so that neither appears in expression (1).

Funding gaps are often caused at least in part by unrealistic actuarial assump-
tions; in particular AAR that are too high, or actuarially required contributions
(ARC) that are in reality too low. Actuarially required contributions are by def-
inition ‘actuarially adequate’ under a set actuarial assumptions. These actuarial
assumptions are, however, determined by pension boards and are heavily politi-
cized choices (Greenhut 2009, 43, Anzia and Moe 2019, 9). One important set of
actuarial assumptions pertains to modeling retirement choices: Many employees
will in practice retire earlier than the models assume, which reduces a member’s
years of contributions (and thus lowers the expected asset base) and increases that
member’s years of drawing benefits. Actuarial models often do not adequately
account for changes in expected retirement ages, thus creating blind spots in the
ARC calculations (Mitchell and Smith, 1994, 282). A second important actuar-
ial assumption is the AAR: pension boards have been known to neutralize the
transmission from benefit expansion to the ARC by simultaneously increasing
their AAR (Mitchell and Smith 1994, footnote1, Kelley 2014, 24, Novy-Marx and
Rauh 2011). The AAR in most plans is between 7 and 8 percent, and it is almost
always higher than actual returns have been over the last decade (Wall Street
Journal, November 13th 2016).6 It is important to be clear that unrealistic actu-
arial assumptions do not impact a plan’s official funding levels in the short run
because the UAAL in expression (1) is then calculated based on the same unre-
alistic actuarial assumptions. In the long run, however, unrealistic assumptions
have to be adjusted, and the resulting changes can lead to fairly sudden jumps
in funding calculations. As a result, efforts to lower plans’ AAR have resulted
in particularly acrimonious political conflicts in recent years, typically fought out
between union representatives and treasury representatives on a plan’s board.
Lowering the AAR is consequential because it immediately opens up a gap in
expression (1), which then immediately results in higher ARC for both employ-
ers and employees (Gillers, December 15th 2016). The Economist (October 5th
2017) reports that the National Association of State Retirement Administrators
estimates that cutting the AAR by 0.25 percentage points increases the required
contribution rate of plans’ active members (as a proportion of payroll) by two
to three percentage points, so that “it is in no one’s interest to make more real-
istic assumptions about returns.” Anzia and Moe (2019) provide an illustrative
account of the bruising political battles surrounding efforts to reduce the state
pensions’ AAR in Rhode Island in 2011 and California in 2015. The empirical
focus of this study is on changes in benefits relative to changes in contributions,
and not on changes in actuarial assumptions because the latter are not observed

6A related issue is whether the practice of discounting future obligations at the expected rate of
return on assets is appropriate. Logically, it is inconsistent to discount a stream of effectively ‘risk-
free obligations’ at the rate of return of a risky portfolio of assets (Novy-Marx and Rauh, 2009, 2011,
2014a,b; Brown and Wilcox, 2009). Yet, state laws sanction public-sector plans to do precisely this (while
simultaneously prohibiting private-sector 401(k) plans from doing the same).
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in the Census’ ASPP data. Unrealistic actuarial assumptions (i.e. overly generous
AAR or conservative ARC), should be thought of as the backdrop that facilitates
overly generous pension obligations by making them appear better funded than
they actually are.

B. How Funding Gaps Emerge

At the state level, changes in pension benefits and contributions are sometimes
determined by collective bargaining, and occasionally by statute or executive
order. At the city-level, changes in pension benefits and contributions occur
through collective bargaining between the public sector unions and the mayor’s
office (Anzia and Moe, 2019). While city council members may also be repre-
sented during collective bargaining, the mayor’s office (the executive branch of
government) is the primary negotiation partner of the unions during bargaining
because it ultimately controls the budget. Morgan et al. (2017, 27) describe the
cities budget setting as follows: “the budget is prepared and presented to the
legislative body in a fashion similar to the role of the U.S. president or a state
governor in presenting a budget to the legislative body for deliberation. One of
the major differences is that most local [i.e. city council] legislative bodies do
not possess the kind of analytic capacity exhibited by the Congressional Budget
Office (CBO) or the congressional appropriations committees. This limits the
ability of elected legislators to undertake their own independent analysis of finan-
cial impacts and outcomes of various funding options-particularly at local levels
of government where part-time elected officials are heavily reliant on the work
undertaken by the mayor or city manager’s budget office.”

When pension benefits increase, this causes a corresponding increase in actu-
arily required contributions that the city needs to pay. The employee’s share
of contributions is usually determined as a percentage of employee payroll. The
employer contribution that the city needs to pay is determined as a residual, i.e.
the ARC minus the employee contributions.7 The fact that the ARC are divided
into employer and employee portions is key to understanding why Houston’s for-
mer mayor called increased pension benefits “budget neutral.” (See introduction.)
While the employee portion of contributions is taken out of paychecks and cannot
be shirked, the municipal employer can in fact simply not pay their contributions
for a while (Brown and Dye, 2015; Brinkman, Coen-Pirani and Sieg, 2018). While
the pension obligation remains a legally binding commitment of future payments,
there is no legal obligation to pay the required contributions into the fund today.
This makes under-paying contributions an appealing way of relieving short-run

7In practice there is variations to this principle. For example, as part of local col-
lective bargaining, a city may offer to pay part of the employee contribution, which
is often determined by statute in state legislatures. This appears to be common in
Ohio for example. See https://www.politifact.com/ohio/statements/2011/sep/27/john-kasich/
gov-john-kasich-says-leadership-public-unions-unwi/ Conversely, a union may agree that employ-
ees pay part of the employer portion to finance larger benefit benefits.
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budgetary pressure on the city. Evidence suggests that a significant chunk of pen-
sion under-funding is caused by employers simply not paying their contributions
(Brown and Dye, 2015; Munnell et al., 2015). (Appendix B discusses why public
sector unions may accept this practice of under-funding pensions.)

Pension benefit expansions commonly take the form of “formula enhancements”.
A pension plan formula like “2 at 60” means a worker can retire starting at age
60, and draw a pension that equals 2% of their last annual salary multiplied by
their years of service. A benefit expansion might move a formula from “2 at 60” to
“2.5 at 60.” A worker retiring after 35 years of service would then draw a pension
that equals 87.5 percent instead of 70 percent of their last annual salary. Instead
of increasing the size of the pension, a benefit enhancement can also lower the
retirement age, e.g. moving a “2 at 60” formula to a “2 at 55” formula. With
such changes, a significant chunk of ‘active’ (i.e. contribution paying) members
may retire and become benefit recipients sooner than they would have under the
old formula.

C. The Key Variables

The ideal measure of an increase in pension benefits would be changes in the
net present value of future benefits to member i relative to changes in that same
member i’s contributions. The ASPP pension data can only approximate this
because observed per capita benefit payments are paid to current retirees, while
observed per capita contribution payments are paid by current active members. In
other words, one does not get to observe the stream of benefits and contributions
as it affects the same set of people. It is therefore unappealing to study the
ratio of benefits to contributions in these data, since numerator and denominator
pertain to different populations. Instead, the focus will be on changes in per capita
benefits, controlling in most specifications for changes in per capita contributions.

Some pension benefit increases may only become visible in the future when
currently active workers retire. The ASPP data’s structure is such that we observe
per capita benefits of current retirees, and per capita contributions of active
members. Some benefit expansions, for instance increases in promised benefits to
currently active employees, will go undetected in these data.

This is addressed partly by the fact that the main outcome considered in this
study is the 5-year change in per-capita benefits, measured as the change from
the year before an election to the end of the mayor’s term four years after the
election, i.e. ∆t+5Benefitsit. A 5-year time horizon also captures the fact that
pension benefits are adjusted only infrequently with collective bargaining rounds.

D. Relating the Magnitudes of Concurrently Observed Benefits and Contributions

In the data, the ratio (benefit per retiree/contribution per active worker)t is on
average 1.75, and nominal benefits per retiree increase by 5% a year across plans.
As a back-of-the-envelope approximation, these numbers imply that an average
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worker, say 20 years away from their retirement, can expect benefit payments
when they retire that are about 4.7 times the contributions they pay today (i.e.
4.7 = 1.75 × 1.0520). Relating this calculation back to section I.A implies an

internal rate of return by pension funds of 8% (i.e. 1.08 = 4.7
1
20 ), close to most

plans’ actuarially assumed returns of around 7.5–8%.

E. Descriptive Statistics

Table A1 in Appendix A reports averages for changes in outcomes from one
year before an election to four years after. Since the elections in the data span
more than fifty years, the table additionally reports deflated values (in constant
2010 dollars) for nominal variables. Over a five-year window around an election,
per capita pension benefits go up on average by $3,642 or $2,582 in constant 2010
dollars. Per capita pension contributions go up on average by $825 or $661 in
constant 2010 dollars. For the outcomes in Ferreira and Gyourko (2009), city-
level revenues, taxes and expenditures all increase by about twenty percent in
nominal terms or around fourteen percent in constant dollar terms over the same
time window, while the share of city employees to city residents barely moves.
Expenditure shares also do not move over five years on average.

II. Framework and Results

A. Identification Framework

To identify the effect of the party in power, this paper relies on a regression
discontinuity design around close elections. In the empirical political economy
literature, the RDD has become increasingly popular because it requires com-
paratively weak identifying assumptions and because it lends itself to the many
thresholds and cutoffs one can find in regulatory and electoral rules (Lee, Moretti
and Butler, 2004; Pettersson-Lidbom, 2008; Ferreira and Gyourko, 2009; Dal Bó,
Dal Bó and Snyder, 2009; Ferraz and Finan, 2011; Eggers et al., 2015; Fiva, Folke
and Sørensen, 2018; Akhtari, Moreira and Trucco, 2017; Colonnelli, Prem and
Teseo, 2018). As it pertains to elections, the RD design entails a treatment Djt

(i.e. having a Democratic Party mayor) that is an exact function of an underly-
ing running variable: Djt = I(VSDjt > 0.5), where VSDjt is the Democratic vote
share. The outcome is then regressed on the treatment Djt that varies discretely
at VSDjt > 0.5, as well as on the underlying running variable

(2) ∆Benefitsit = βDDjt + f(VSDjt) + βXXit + εit.

The RDD always requires the researcher to choose a functional form f(VSDjt) and
to choose a bandwidth around the cutoff. For the choice of functional form , this
paper follows current best practice in RDD by using only local linear or quadratic
approximations at either side of the threshold. For the choice of bandwidth, there
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is always a tradeoff between precision and bias: Including observations further
away from the discontinuity improves precision by including more data, but also
introduces bias because the identifying assumptions are more likely to hold close
to the discontinuity. This paper follows best practice by using a data-driven choice
of bandwidth that is determined by an explicit optimization criterion rather than
the researcher’s discretion (Cattaneo, Idrobo and Titiunik, 2019).

B. Main Results

The identifying assumption of the RDD is that the electorate’s preferences can
be held constant in a narrow window around the same vote share, where the rel-
evant vote share is obviously the one that narrowly elects one party or candidate
over the closest rival. One common test for the validity of the RDD approach in
elections is to verify that there is no bunching at the cutoff, e.g. no dispropor-
tionate amount of close wins relative to close losses (McCrary, 2008). Figure A2
in Appendix C.1 reports on the results of a McCrary (2008) test, confirming that
there is no bunching of the running variable in the data, consistent with findings
on U.S. mayoral races in previous research (Eggers et al., 2015). Another common
test for the validity of the RDD approach is to verify that covariates are balanced
across the cutoff. After trimming the sample to include only elections within a
ten-percent window around the winning cutoff, Table A2 in Appendix C.1 shows
that per capita plan benefits, and per capita plan contributions, as well as all the
highly visible fiscal outcomes considered in Ferreira and Gyourko (2009, TableII)
are all balanced across the cutoff in the year before each election in the data. As
well, the election year is balanced across, i.e. within the fifty years of data used
here, close Democratic Party wins did not occur systematically earlier or later
than close defeats.

Table 1 reports the core results of the paper. As an anchor, the top-panel
reports results for the highly visible fiscal outcomes in Ferreira and Gyourko
(2009, TableII). None of these highly visible budget items respond to whether
there is a Democratic Party or Republican Party mayor in power. Columns 1 and
2 include only the a linear or quadratic function f(VSDjt) of the running variable,
and no other controls. Columns 3 and 4 additionally control for the year of the
election, as well as the log of city population, the log of total revenue, the log of
total city employees, and per capita benefits, all measured in the year before the
election. The key observation is the consistent lack of a statistically significant
effect of the mayor’s party on any of the highly visible fiscal outcomes under any
of the specifications. The one exception that displays a marginally significant
effect is the budget share going to police, which the evidence presented later will
suggest may well be a pension-related effect.

The bottom-panel of Table 1 reports on the core result of the paper, i.e. estimat-
ing the effect of a close Democratic Party victory on per capita benefit payments
in a city’s pension plans. This estimate looks strikingly different from those for
the more visible budget items in the top panel. Depending on the specification, a
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Table 1—Effect of Democratic Mayor on Visible Fiscal Outcomes vs Pension Outcomes

(1) (2) (3) (4)

City Fiscal Outcomes 

Δ+5 log per capita revenues t-1 0.0511 -0.0252 -0.0301 -0.101
[-0.120; 0.222] [-0.171; 0.120] [-0.174; 0.114] [-0.228; 0.0267]

N=431 N=444 N=432 N=390

Δ+5 log per capita taxes t-1 0.00672 0.00546 -0.0181 -0.000893
[-0.111; 0.125] [-0.0984; 0.109] [-0.132; 0.0962] [-0.0987; 0.0969]

N=543 N=423 N=434 N=418

Δ+5 log per capita expenditures t-1 0.106 0.0338 0.125 0.0316
[-0.0675; 0.280] [-0.101; 0.169] [-0.0524; 0.302] [-0.104; 0.167]

N=436 N=403 N=410 N=399

Δ+5 log # city employees per resident t-1 -0.0317 -0.0449 -0.144 -0.113
[-0.233; 0.169] [-0.200; 0.110] [-0.362; 0.0736] [-0.291; 0.0659]

N=523 N=520 N=469 N=398

Δ+5 % spent on salaries t-1 -0.0109 -0.0114 -0.00440 -0.0168
[-0.0671; 0.0452] [-0.0595; 0.0367] [-0.0662; 0.0574] [-0.0674; 0.0338]

N=470 N=407 N=405 N=383

Δ+5 % spent on police departmnt t-1 0.00878 0.00711 0.00648 0.00457
[-0.000906; 0.0185] [-0.00142; 0.0156] [-0.00394; 0.0169] [-0.00464; 0.0138]

N=424 N=386 N=396 N=354

Δ+5 % spent on fire departmnt t-1 -0.00668 -0.00260 -0.00840 -0.00460
[-0.0236; 0.0102] [-0.0173; 0.0121] [-0.0249; 0.00807] [-0.0189; 0.00975]

N=475 N=422 N=459 N=427

Δ+5 % spent on parks and recreation t-1 -0.0115 -0.00438 -0.0105 -0.00573
[-0.0270; 0.00397] [-0.0165; 0.00771] [-0.0260; 0.00497] [-0.0188; 0.00732]

N=473 N=470 N=464 N=417
Pension Outcomes

3.596 3.076 3.060 2.826
Δ+5 total benefits / #beneficiaries t-1 [0.992; 6.200] [0.924; 5.228] [0.518; 5.602] [0.566; 5.086]

N=516 N=484 N=555 N=451

3.288 1.895 2.190 2.696
Δ+5 contributions / #active members t-1 [-3.578; 10.15] [-4.265; 8.055] [-4.064; 8.444] [-2.905; 8.298]

N=425 N=359 N=436 N=331

Polynomial quadratic linear quadratic linear 

Controls    

Note: The top-panel of this table reports on the effect of having a Democratic Party mayor on the city-
level fiscal outcomes considered in Ferreira and Gyourko (2009, TableII). Columns 1–2 report on the RD
results, which will be the empirical focus from here on, with no controls and only a a linear or quadratic
approximation of f(VSDjt) included. Columns 3–4 control for year, the log of population, the log of
total revenue and the log of city employees, all in year t− 1. When the the outcome is pension benefits,
benefits in t − 1 are also included in the controls. For point estimation, the choice of bandwidth is
automated for each estimation separately, based on MSE-minimization (Cattaneo, Idrobo and Titiunik,
2019, 4.2.4). A triangular kernel function is used. 95th percentile CI reported in square brackets, with
standard errors clustered at the state-year level.
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pension plan’s per capita benefit payments increase by $2,700–$3,300 more in five
years after a narrow Democratic Party mayoral win. It is worth reiterating the
point made in footnote 4: In linking benefit expansions to funding levels, the re-
searcher can only measure if an increase in payments is statistically large relative
to increases in observed contributions. Table 1 therefore also reports on changes
in contributions. In contrast to the benefits result, there is no significant effect
on contributions at all: confidence bands on the estimated effect on contributions
are very wide. Of course, this also implies that relatively large effects on contri-
butions are included within these confidence bands. It is therefore important to
check specifications where changes in contributions are a control variable when
estimating the effect of a Democratic Party win on changes in plan benefits. This
is done in the next table.

The choice of considering benefits five years after the election reflects a tradeoff:
On the one hand, a longer time period is preferred because changing benefits
(through statutory changes or in the next round of collective bargaining) takes
time, and because benefit increases to current workers may be more pronounced
than to current retirees, and the former can only be detected in the ASPP data
once workers become retirees. On the other hand, too long of a time period
means going beyond the next election, which frequently means a different mayor.
Across rows, Table 2 considers different time horizons. Across columns, column
1–4 display the same specifications as in Table 1, with columns 3–4 controlling
for the year of the election, as well as the log of city population, the log of total
revenue, the log of total city employees, and per capita benefits, all measured
in the year before the election. The pattern that emerges is that the effect on
pension benefits is still weak two years after the election (i.e. ∆+3), begins to
show up three years after the election (i.e. ∆+4) is strongest at the end of the
mayor’s electoral cycle (i.e. ∆+5), and then loses precision in the year after, i.e.
into the subsequent mayoral term.

Column 5–6 additionally investigate the response of pension benefits conditional
on contributions changes, a particularly important check given that the results
in the previous table do not rule out relatively large effects on contributions.
Including changes in contributions as as control leaves the core results broadly
unaffected for ∆+4 and ∆+5, and actually strengthens the estimated effect in
∆+6. Since the elections and the pension plans in the data range from the 1960s
to today, the bottom panel of Table 2 also checks the robustness of the results
to converting all nominal figures into constant 2010 dollar terms. The qualita-
tive patterns on the evolution of the changes in benefits and contributions hold
true in constant-dollar terms. Unsurprisingly, the results are slightly smaller in
magnitude when the outcome is expressed in constant 2010 dollars.

An appealing feature of any RDD is the transparency afforded by the fact
that it is so easily graphically illustrated. Figure 2 visually displays the pension
results for both linear and quadratic polynomials of f(VSDjt), i.e. columns 1–2
of the bottom-panel of Table 1. The discontinuity is clearly visible at the cutoff.
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Table 2—Robustness

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

total benefits / # beneficiaries

Δ+3 2.933 1.027 2.864 0.999 1.972 0.416
[0.0245; 5.841] [-1.001; 3.054] [-0.0290; 5.757] [-0.947; 2.946] [-0.727; 4.672] [-1.472; 2.304]

{-0.411; 6.277} {-1.392; 3.445} {-0.458; 6.186} {-1.325; 3.324} {-1.107; 5.051} {-1.872; 2.704}
N=473 N=500 N=478 N=516 N=414 N=404

Δ+4 3.834 2.001 3.494 2.106 2.339 2.128
[1.672; 5.997] [0.379; 3.622] [1.385; 5.603] [0.448; 3.763] [0.210; 4.468] [0.343; 3.913]

{1.427; 6.241} {0.122; 3.879} {1.175; 5.813} {0.199; 4.012} {-0.0129; 4.691} {0.0406; 4.215}
N=483 N=517 N=500 N=485 N=430 N=373

Δ+5 3.596 3.076 3.060 2.826 3.127 2.888
[1.263; 5.929] [1.210; 4.942] [0.792; 5.328] [0.894; 4.757] [0.720; 5.534] [0.779; 4.997]

{0.992; 6.200} {0.924; 5.228} {0.518; 5.602} {0.566; 5.086} {0.436; 5.818} {0.375; 5.401}
N=516 N=484 N=555 N=451 N=529 N=392

Δ+6 3.092 2.343 2.542 2.363 3.595 3.486
[0.108; 6.077] [0.0646; 4.621] [-0.0325; 5.117] [0.226; 4.500] [1.234; 5.956] [1.514; 5.458]

{-0.263; 6.447} {-0.409; 5.094} {-0.346; 5.430} {-0.240; 4.966} {0.909; 6.281} {1.073; 5.899}
N=474 N=448 N=524 N=433 N=442 N=329

total benefits / # beneficiaries (constant 2010 dollars)

Δ+3 2.216 0.739 2.172 0.738 1.501 0.282
[-0.198; 4.629] [-0.942; 2.420] [-0.240; 4.584] [-0.860; 2.337] [-0.647; 3.649] [-1.190; 1.754]

{-0.568; 4.999} {-1.269; 2.746} {-0.603; 4.947} {-1.175; 2.651} {-0.957; 3.959} {-1.492; 2.056}
N=472 N=501 N=475 N=512 N=412 N=402

Δ+4 3.161 1.618 2.791 1.595 1.967 1.764
[1.254; 5.068] [0.250; 2.986] [1.038; 4.544] [0.237; 2.954] [0.157; 3.778] [0.314; 3.214]

{1.022; 5.299} {0.0223; 3.214} {0.858; 4.724} {0.0422; 3.149} {-0.0208; 3.956} {0.0782; 3.449}
N=487 N=489 N=499 N=485 N=422 N=377

Δ+5 2.968 2.248 2.124 2.052 2.238 2.153
[1.064; 4.872] [0.697; 3.798] [0.352; 3.896] [0.547; 3.556] [0.360; 4.116] [0.529; 3.778]

{0.843; 5.093} {0.445; 4.050} {0.133; 4.115} {0.292; 3.811} {0.133; 4.343} {0.218; 4.088}
N=499 N=451 N=550 N=456 N=527 N=395

Δ+6 2.563 1.744 1.834 1.680 2.636 2.488
[0.0409; 5.086] [-0.174; 3.662] [-0.131; 3.800] [0.0631; 3.297] [0.861; 4.412] [1.021; 3.955]

{-0.255; 5.382} {-0.564; 4.052} {-0.357; 4.026} {-0.288; 3.648} {0.611; 4.661} {0.683; 4.292}
N=455 N=448 N=499 N=423 N=413 N=330

Polynomial quadratic linear quadratic linear quadratic linear 

Controls     + contrib. + contrib.

Note: (a) The baseline results study pension benefits four years after the election (i.e. ∆+5 denotes five
years after the baseline year before the election) This table investigates different time horizons, from three
to six years after the election. The second panel transforms the outcome (and nominal controls) into
constant 2010 dollars. (b) Columns 1–2 report the RD results with only a linear or quadratic function
f(VSDjt) included. Columns 3–4 add as control variables the year of the election, the log of city
population, the log of total revenue, the log of total city employees, and per capita benefits, all measured
in the year before the election. Columns 5–6 add the five-year change in per capita contributions as a
control when benefits are the outcome. (c) For point estimation, the choice of bandwidth is automated
for each estimation separately, based on MSE-minimization (Cattaneo, Idrobo and Titiunik, 2019, 4.2.4).
A triangular kernel function is used. 95th percentile CI reported in square brackets, with standard errors
clustered at the state-year level. As a check on inference, Cattaneo, Idrobo and Titiunik (2019, 4.3.2)
recommend alternatively choosing the bandwidth to minimize the coverage error (CER) of the confidence
intervals. The corresponding CI is reported in braces.
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The optimal bandwidth is always wider under the quadratic specification (left
sub-figures), hence the observation bins extend further away from the cutoff.

Figure 1. RD plot, Effect on Pension Benefits
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Note: This figure visualizes the core result in columns 1–2 and 5–6 of Table 2. The figure is generated
using the rdgraph command, which automates the binning of the running variable VSDjt. The optimally
chosen bandwidth is wider (and the resulting number of effective observations larger) under the quadratic
specification, hence the observation bins extend further away from the cutoff.

Two placebo exercises are performed to ensure the above results are not spu-
rious. First, the winning party cutoff is falsely moved from the true fifty-percent
cutoff to a forty, forty-five, or fifty-five cutoff, i.e. the Democratic Party is ‘de-
clared’ to have won at a cutoff c̄ other than fifty percent, Djt = I(VSDjt > c̄).
Table 3 shows that none of the placebo estimates generate a significant effect on
pension benefits in any specification.

Second, each plan-year-observation in the data was matched to a state-pension-
plan in the same year, and the core estimation of column 1 in Table 1/Table 2 is
re-run on this placebo sample. The logic of this placebo is that state pension plans
should not respond to a municipal election, but would respond to unobserved
shocks or trends that affect all pension plans state-wide. Because there is more
than one candidate state-plan for each municipal plan in a given state and year,
they are randomly matched, and the process is repeated 100 times. Figure 2
displays the resulting distribution of p-values, with the p-value of 0.005 from the
estimation on the true data indicated by a vertical line.

Appendix C presents some further robustness checks. In the results presented so
far, the bandwidth is automatically chosen based on MSE-minimization. Table A3
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Table 3—Placebo Estimates

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Δ+5 total benefits / #beneficiaries t-1

cutoff: VSD = 0.40 -0.987 -0.238 -0.535 1.036 -0.685 0.223
[-5.348; 3.374] [-3.692; 3.216] [-4.991; 3.921] [-2.068; 4.139] [-5.474; 4.104] [-3.241; 3.687]

{-5.938; 3.963} {-4.287; 3.811} {-5.682; 4.611} {-2.753; 4.825} {-6.229; 4.859} {-3.987; 4.432}
N=490 N=460 N=488 N=516 N=488 N=455

cutoff: VSD = 0.45 -3.015 -1.486 -3.222 -1.819 -3.043 -1.389
[-6.884; 0.855] [-4.212; 1.239] [-7.088; 0.643] [-4.574; 0.937] [-6.885; 0.798] [-3.986; 1.208]

{-7.392; 1.363} {-4.789; 1.817} {-7.586; 1.141} {-5.135; 1.498} {-7.371; 1.285} {-4.528; 1.749}
N=503 N=450 N=462 N=437 N=464 N=439

cutoff: VSD = 0.55 2.579 1.512 1.799 0.542 0.994 0.000173
[-0.160; 5.319] [-0.678; 3.703] [-0.946; 4.545] [-1.468; 2.553] [-1.413; 3.400] [-1.944; 1.944]

{-0.489; 5.648} {-1.029; 4.054} {-1.251; 4.850} {-1.825; 2.910} {-1.689; 3.676} {-2.265; 2.265}
N=495 N=389 N=440 N=374 N=461 N=355

Δ+5 total benefits / #beneficiaries t-1 (constant 2010 dollars) 

cutoff: VSD = 0.40 -1.153 -0.741 -0.562 0.616 -0.747 0.0570
[-4.549; 2.244] [-3.666; 2.185] [-4.133; 3.009] [-1.918; 3.149] [-4.539; 3.046] [-2.741; 2.855]

{-4.973; 2.668} {-4.062; 2.580} {-4.667; 3.542} {-2.480; 3.711} {-5.121; 3.627} {-3.321; 3.435}
N=486 N=445 N=478 N=513 N=477 N=458

cutoff: VSD = 0.45 -2.307 -1.072 -2.341 -1.485 -2.235 -1.078
[-5.188; 0.574] [-3.185; 1.042] [-5.151; 0.468] [-3.584; 0.614] [-5.016; 0.546] [-3.072; 0.917]

{-5.536; 0.922} {-3.648; 1.505} {-5.494; 0.812} {-4.011; 1.041} {-5.356; 0.885} {-3.495; 1.339}
N=499 N=434 N=463 N=422 N=466 N=426

cutoff: VSD = 0.55 2.054 1.313 1.721 0.539 1.129 0.247
[-0.153; 4.261] [-0.451; 3.077] [-0.432; 3.874] [-1.011; 2.089] [-0.827; 3.086] [-1.289; 1.784]

{-0.442; 4.551} {-0.753; 3.379} {-0.661; 4.103} {-1.290; 2.368} {-1.031; 3.290} {-1.534; 2.028}
N=497 N=414 N=442 N=376 N=475 N=366

Polynomial quadratic linear quadratic linear quadratic linear 

Controls     + contrib. + contrib.

Note: (a) This table reports placebo regressions where the winning party cutoff is falsely moved from the
true fifty-percent cutoff to a forty, forty-five, or fifty-five cutoffs, i.e. the Democratic Party is ‘declared’
to have won at a cutoff c̄ other than fifty percent (Djt = I(VSDjt > c̄)). The top panel is nominal, the
bottom panel transforms the outcomes into constant 2010 dollars. (b) Across columns, the structure is
the same as Table 2. (c) For point estimation, the choice of bandwidth is automated for each estimation
separately, based on MSE-minimization (Cattaneo, Idrobo and Titiunik, 2019, 4.2.4). A triangular
kernel function is used. 95th percentile CI reported in square brackets, with standard errors clustered
at the state-year level. As a check on inference, Cattaneo, Idrobo and Titiunik (2019, 4.3.2) recommend
alternatively choosing the bandwidth to minimize the coverage error (CER) of the confidence intervals.
The corresponding CI is reported in braces.
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Figure 2. Placebo Estimates
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Note: As a placebo exercise, each plan-year-observation is randomly matched to a state-pension-plan
in the same year, and the core estimation of column 1 in Table 1/Table 2 (i.e. ∆+5 and quadratic
polynomial) is re-estimated on the placebo pension-outcomes. This Figure shows the distribution of
p-values that results from repeating the random matching 100 times, with the p-value of 0.005 from the
true data indicated by a vertical line.
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reports on results when the bandwidth is instead manually set at 0.25, 0.2, 0.15, 0.1,
showing that the core results across {∆+3,∆+4,∆+5,∆+6} are robust across all
bandwidths. Table A4 re-estimates Table 2 without any cities in the South to
alleviate any concerns about the fact that Vogl’s additions to the Ferreira and
Gyourko city-election data are primarily for the South. The last part of Ap-
pendix C devotes special attention to the possibility that the core result my be
confounded by turnover in city council seats that occurs simultaneously to the
mayor’s election. There is no evidence for this (see Figure A3).

C. From Benefits to Under-Funding

The RDD-estimate of the Democratic Party effect equals seventy to ninety
percent of the average increase in plans’ per capita benefits of $3,642 in the
data over five years. This estimate can be applied to the back-of-the-envelope
calculation in section I.D. Assuming that benefits grow at their average rate
after the five years, expected nominal benefit payments upon retirement are then
5.47 to 5.73 instead of 4.64 times the contributions paid today (i.e. benefits grow
at 9.5% or 8.5% instead of at 5% a year, and 5.73 = 1.75 × 1.0955 × 1.0515).
The resulting funding gap twenty years in the future would be 15% to 19% (i.e.
0.19 = (5.73− 4.64)/5.73).8 This back-of-the-envelope calculation must of course
be taken with a grain of salt: it is a conceptual tool to help connect short-
run changes in benefits to longer-run changes in funding levels, and it is not
an actuarial calculation of long-run under-funding caused by Democratic Party
victories in municipal elections. As a complement, the following provides more
empirical evidence on other outcomes that link changes in today’s benefits to the
longer-run evolution of funding levels.

As discussed in section I.B, total contributions break into their employer and
employee portions. A benchmark employee contribution, expressed as a percent-
age of payroll, is usually set by the state legislature. Employer contributions are
essentially the residual of totally actuarially required contributions minus em-
ployee contributions. The key is that employer contributions are discretionary in
the sense that the municipal employer has the ability to withhold contribution
payments into the fund in the short run to relieve budgetary pressure (thus accu-
mulating obligations to pay more in the future). The evidence cited in section I.B
shows this is a common practice, and a primary source of pension under-funding.

Plans’ actuarially required contributions are not reported in the data, but the
benchmark scenario is that increases in actuarially required contributions will
match increases in benefits. The fact that the benefit increases estimated in Ta-

8Viewed relative to average funding gaps in U.S. pension plans today of around 35%, the upper-end
estimate is a large effect of one close election. Of course, in reality everything else cannot be assumed to
hold equal in reality. When a funding gap emerges, actuarial calculations and contributions adjust. As
well, the RDD may identify a local average treatment effect of close elections that is considerably larger
than the average effect of having a Democratic Party mayor. Consistent with this, Table 5 shows that
the estimated effect is driven by challengers.
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ble 2 are not accompanied by observed contribution increases therefore implies
that actual contributions are likely falling behind actuarially required levels. Be-
cause only the employer has discretion over their contribution payments, it follows
that the share of employer to employee contributions should decrease. The top-
left panel of Table 4 confirms this, showing that, as benefits increase, the employer
portion of contributions indeed falls relative to the employee portion.

If employee contributions were unchanged, then the pattern in the top-left panel
of Table 4 would be a direct proxy for pension under-funding. Complicating this
picture is the fact that the top-right panel of Table 4 shows that employee contri-
butions are actually rising at the same time. On the one hand, this pattern means
that the share of employer to employee contributions cannot be used as a simple
direct proxy for pension under-funding (although under-funding remains the logi-
cal conclusion from observing that total contributions do not change while benefits
increase significantly). On the other hand, it adds to the evidence that elections
lead to local changes in public-sector pensions: As discussed in section I.B, when
unions negotiate higher benefits, they often agree to a local deviation from the
state-mandated employee contributions (which are a fixed part of payroll) in or-
der to cover part of the actuarially required increase in total contributions, and
this is the logical explanation for the pattern observed here.

Benefit increases will also tend to incentivize public sector employees to retire
earlier, as again discussed in section I. Consistent with this, the bottom-left panel
of Table 4 shows a falling ratio of benefit recipients to contributing members, and
the bottom-right panel suggests a drop in active, i.e. contributing, members.

D. Evidence on Politics

The previous sub-section investigates the mechanisms by which benefit expan-
sions cause pension under-funding. This sub-section investigates the political
economy mechanisms that lead to benefit expansions around close elections.

The political economy literature would suggest that shrouded expenditures (i.e.
expenditures where voters are either inattentive or unsure of the facts) are more
likely to attract rent seeking behavior by special interest groups (SIGs), and that
such rent seeking will more likely succeed when SIGs are politically better or-
ganized (Olson 1965, Persson and Tabellini 2000, ch.7, Grossman and Helpman
2001). This hypothesis is testable because pension plans are organized by em-
ployee groups, and public sector employee groups vary considerably in their degree
of political organization. There are five large public-sector employee groups: fire-
fighters, police, teachers, general municipal and general state. These five groups’
pension plans are for the most part separately organized, the main exception
being that municipal police and fire-fighters often have a shared pension plan.
Of these, fire-fighters, police and teachers are clearly distinguished as the best-
organized ones, as measured, e.g., by unionization rates (Farber, 2005). However,
teachers’ pension plans are almost always organized in state-wide plans and thus
not part of the data considered in this paper. This has historical reasons: while
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Table 4—Adjustment Mechanisms

(1) (2) (3) (4)

employer contributions / employee contributions employee contributions / #active members

Δ+3 -1.180 -2.520 Δ+3 -0.164 -0.383
[-3.019; 0.659] [-6.145; 1.106] [-3.410; 3.082] [-2.086; 1.321]

{-3.394; 1.034} {-5.580; 0.541} {-4.083; 3.755} {-2.326; 1.561}
N=533 N=401 N=489 N=492

Δ+4 1.820 -0.832 Δ+4 1.371 1.475
[-4.386; 8.027] [-3.872; 2.208] [0.181; 2.561] [0.385; 2.565]

{-5.397; 9.037} {-4.037; 2.373} {-0.188; 2.930} {0.373; 2.576}
N=484 N=538 N=478 N=430

Δ+5 -4.539 -3.790 Δ+5 1.371 0.904
[-8.916; -0.161] [-7.379; -0.201] [0.126; 2.615] [-0.766; 2.575]

{-9.507; 0.429} {-7.794; 0.214} {0.109; 2.633} {-0.625; 2.434}
N=519 N=356 N=487 N=441

Δ+6 -5.671 -5.044 Δ+6 -0.327 0.566
[-10.37; -0.974] [-9.261; -0.827] [-3.588; 2.934] [-0.191; 1.323]

{-11.04; -0.303} {-10.06; -0.0271} {-3.817; 3.163} {-0.246; 1.378}
N=418 N=327 N=388 N=373

# beneficiaries / # contributors log # contributors

Δ+3 0.165 0.126 Δ+3 -0.0106 -0.00874
[0.0276; 0.302] [0.0121; 0.240] [-0.113; 0.0920] [-0.0883; 0.0708]

{0.00699; 0.323} {-0.00863; 0.260} {-0.129; 0.108} {-0.104; 0.0869}
N=501 N=432 N=513 N=466

Δ+4 0.148 0.0564 Δ+4 -0.0852 -0.0300
[-0.0266; 0.323] [-0.0642; 0.177] [-0.168; -0.00207] [-0.136; 0.0757]

{-0.0607; 0.357} {-0.0743; 0.187} {-0.179; 0.00873} {-0.144; 0.0837}
N=542 N=491 N=483 N=488

Δ+5 0.246 0.141 Δ+5 -0.163 -0.0991
[-0.0226; 0.515] [-0.00500; 0.287] [-0.293; -0.0336] [-0.204; 0.00605]

{-0.0747; 0.567} {-0.0441; 0.326} {-0.311; -0.0160} {-0.209; 0.0109}
N=521 N=544 N=544 N=495

Δ+6 0.115 -0.0554 Δ+6 -0.0491 0.0639
[-0.239; 0.468] [-0.329; 0.218] [-0.176; 0.0782] [-0.0593; 0.187]

{-0.328; 0.557} {-0.371; 0.260} {-0.200; 0.101} {-0.0711; 0.199}
N=475 N=426 N=479 N=484

Polynomial quadratic linear quadratic linear 

Note: (a) This table reports on four additional pension outcomes that shed light on the adjustment
mechanisms. (b) The top-left panel reports on the ratio of employer to employee contributions. The
top-right panel reports the number of retires vs active contributors. The bottom-left reports on the
log of active members (contributors). The bottom-right reports on the log of plan assets. (c) For
point estimation, the choice of bandwidth is automated for each estimation separately, based on MSE-
minimization (Cattaneo, Idrobo and Titiunik, 2019, 4.2.4). A triangular kernel function is used. 95th
percentile CI reported in square brackets, with standard errors clustered at the state-year level. As a
check on inference, Cattaneo, Idrobo and Titiunik (2019, 4.3.2) recommend alternatively choosing the
bandwidth to minimize the coverage error (CER) of the confidence intervals. The corresponding CI is
reported in braces.
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most fire-fighter and police unions formed out of long-established municipal trade
associations,9 most cities’ teachers unions were formed as local chapters of one of
the larger pre-existing teachers unions (the NEA and EFT). See Coleman (1990,
ch3) for a summary. As a result, fire-fighter and police unions have tended to or-
ganized municipal pension plans, while teachers’ unions have tended to organize
state-wide pension plans.

Table 5—Plan Types and Election Types
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Plan Type: police and fire-fighters

Δ+5 per capita pension benefits t-1 6.933 5.469 5.710 4.855 6.452 4.405
[3.303; 10.56] [2.497; 8.442] [2.329; 9.090] [2.139; 7.572] [2.929; 9.975] [1.521; 7.290]

{2.919; 10.95} {2.055; 8.884} {1.993; 9.426} {1.699; 8.012} {2.507; 10.40} {0.983; 7.828}
N=288 N=305 N=282 N=278 N=253 N=240

Plan Type: general municipal plans

Δ+5 per capita pension benefits t-1 1.082 0.298 1.019 0.589 0.610 0.415
[-1.340; 3.504] [-1.703; 2.299] [-1.438; 3.477] [-1.491; 2.668] [-1.803; 3.023] [-1.628; 2.458]

{-1.557; 3.721} {-2.027; 2.622} {-1.634; 3.672} {-1.843; 3.020} {-2.002; 3.222} {-1.972; 2.801}
N=242 N=223 N=189 N=221 N=192 N=316

Mayor Type: winner=challenger

Δ+5 per capita pension benefits t-1 6.050 5.031 5.379 4.265 5.065 5.580
[3.417; 8.683] [2.884; 7.178] [3.064; 7.694] [2.156; 6.374] [1.503; 8.626] [2.583; 8.576]

{3.041; 9.059} {2.477; 7.586} {2.806; 7.952} {1.760; 6.769} {1.012; 9.117} {1.980; 9.179}
N=235 N=260 N=228 N=219 N=164 N=164

Mayor Type: winner=incumbent

Δ+5 per capita pension benefits t-1 1.392 0.989 1.074 1.007 1.281 0.968
[-2.611; 5.395] [-2.354; 4.332] [-3.373; 5.521] [-1.920; 3.934] [-3.171; 5.734] [-2.006; 3.942]

{-3.150; 5.934} {-3.051; 5.030} {-4.050; 6.198} {-2.507; 4.521} {-3.827; 6.390} {-2.616; 4.551}
N=246 N=259 N=269 N=252 N=263 N=241

Polynomial quadratic linear quadratic linear quadratic linear 

Controls     + contrib. + contrib.

Note: (a) This table slices the baseline results into sub-samples: First by the beneficiary group, and then
by the type of electoral win. Of the total of 1,195 plan-elections, 567 are for police and fire-fighter plans,
and 628 for general plans. Further, 537 are for elections where the winner was the challenger and 658 are
for plans where the winner was the incumbent. (b) Columns 1–2 report on data in nominal terms, with
no added controls and only a linear or quadratic approximation of f(VSDjt) included. Columns 3–4
report on data in constant 2010 dollars. (c) For point estimation, the choice of bandwidth is automated
for each estimation separately, based on MSE-minimization (Cattaneo, Idrobo and Titiunik, 2019, 4.2.4).
A triangular kernel function is used. 95th percentile CI reported in square brackets, with standard errors
clustered at the state-year level. As a check on inference, Cattaneo, Idrobo and Titiunik (2019, 4.3.2)
recommend alternatively choosing the bandwidth to minimize the coverage error (CER) of the confidence
intervals. The corresponding CI is reported in braces.

The salient comparison analyzed in this paper is therefore one between police
and fire-fighter pension plans and plans for general municipal employees. Anzia
and Moe (2015) demonstrate the disproportionate municipal bargaining power of
fire-fighter and police unions, showing their compensations increased dispropor-

9The origins of New York city’s police and fire-fighter unions for example lie in professional associa-
tions that were formed as far back as the 1890s (Maier, 1987, 92).
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tionately relative to other public workers when local unions were allowed to form
in the 1970s, after the passing of state-level collective bargaining laws (Freeman,
1986, 1988). Police and fire-fighter are also viewed as more apt at generating local
voter support for pay and pension increases, e.g. by emphasizing the higher risk
of their occupations, and a perceived (albeit apparently factually incorrect) lower
life expectancy (Greenhut, 2009, 37,101).

The data are split almost equally between police and fire-fighter pension plans
on the one hand, and plans for general municipal employees on the other hand.
(Pension plans for police and fire-fighters are organized jointly in roughly half
of the cases so that it is not practical to split the sample further between these
two.) The top-two panels of Table 5 show that the effect is indeed concentrated in
pension plans for police and fire-fighters relative to general city employee plans.
The baseline effect of around $2,700–$3,300 decomposes into a larger effect of
around $4,500–$6,000 for beneficiaries in police and fire-fighter plans, and no
effect for general plans. This finding is also consistent with the fact that the
percentage of the city’s budget that is spent on police was the only one of the
fiscal outcomes from Ferreira and Gyourko (2009, TableII) that displayed some
marginally significant evidence for an effect of the mayor’s party in Table 1.

A second hypothesis in this section is that the Democratic mayor effect on
pension benefits may be larger if the mayor was newly elected (i.e. had been the
challenger in the race) than if they were re-elected (i.e. had been the incumbent).
The reason is that an incumbent mayor is able to expand pension benefits and
thus secure political support before the election. In contrast, a challenger can by
definition only expand benefits after the election.

Splitting the data by whether a newly (re-)elected Democratic Party major was
the incumbent or the challenger is straightforward and the data happen to again
be split almost equally between these two kinds of elections: The winner was
the challenger in 537 election observations, and the incumbent in 658 election
observations. The bottom-two panels of Table 5 suggest that the effect of a
Democratic Party win on pension benefits is indeed concentrated in elections
where the narrow winner was a challenger rather than an incumbent.

III. Conclusion

This paper’s focus is on the biggest fiscal challenge that U.S. cities face in the
coming decades, its public-sector pension obligations. This challenge is investi-
gated through the lens of a consensus in the urban politics literature that the
party of the mayor does not matter to city-level fiscal outcomes. This consen-
sus was empirically validated in a well-known paper by Ferreira and Gyourko
(2009), who confirm that a broad range of expenditures consistently does not
respond to the party of the mayor in U.S. cities. This paper replicates this broad
finding for the major expenditure categories previously considered, but argues
that the irrelevance of the mayor’s party for cities’ expenditures may not hold
for expenditure categories that are ‘shrouded,’ i.e. hard for voters to observe
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and understand. Such expenditure may form electoral blind spots, and they may
give rise to rent seeking, particularly when they benefit well-organized special
interest groups (SIGs). Both characteristics (i.e. ‘shrouded’ benefits going to
well-organized SIGs) apply to public-sector pension benefits.

Using a regression discontinuity design around close elections, the paper’s core
finding is that per capita pension benefits increase by about $2,000–3,000 per
person (expressed in constant 2010 dollars) after a narrow Democratic Party
mayoral win. While benefits paid out by the pension funds go up, observed con-
tributions into the funds go up by less, both in terms of magnitude and statistical
significance. Consistent with a political economy explanation for this pattern,
the effects are concentrated in the plans of the most well-organized public-sector
unions, namely those of the police and fire-fighters.
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A Data Appendix

A1 Historical Background

The vast majority of teacher plans are organized state-wide despite the fact that teachers are

municipal employees. By contrast, police, fire-fighters and other municipal employees tend to

have pension plans that are organized at the municipal level. To a large degree, whether pension

plans are organized at the municipal or state-level depends on the historical pattern of union

organization. When public-sector unions expanded in the 1960s, they mostly organized themselves

out of pre-existing trade associations (Freeman, 1986; Reder, 1988). Trade associations for police

and fire-fighters had traditionally been organized at the city-level, and as a result police and fire-

fighter unions are today mostly organized locally, and so are their pension plans.1 By contrast,

teachers unions had traditionally been organized at the state or even federal level. The two largest

teachers unions, the NEA and AFT, emerged out of associations that even in the early 1960s had

operated nation-wide (Greenhut, 2009, 212). As a result, while teachers unions collectively bargain

for wages at the city-level, their pension plans are almost exclusively organized at the state-level.

A2 Elections-to-Plan Data

To be included in the analysis, (i) a city must be included in the sample of city elections in Ferreira

and Gyourko (2009) or Vogl (2014), and (ii) and it must have a municipal pension plan covered in

the ASPP data. Of the over 4,000 elections in the data, this is true for 1,200, covering 311 plans in

195 cities. Table A1 shows that the resulting linked data of elections are quite evenly spaced over

the time-horizon covered by the ASPP data.

A3 Descriptives

Table A1 reports averages for changes in outcomes from one year before an election to four years

after. The top row shows that over a five-year window around an election, per capita pension

benefits go up on average by $3,642 or $2,582 in constant 2010 dollars. Per capita pension contri-

butions go up on average by $825 or $661 in constant 2010 dollars. The eight main outcomes in

1 While many police and fire-fighter unions belong to larger umbrella organizations (there is even an International
Association of Fire Fighters), these are loose federations that play little role in collective bargaining.
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Figure A1: Mayoral Elections linked to Municipal Pension Plans, Over Time

Notes: This bar chart reports, in two-year bins, on the number of mayoral elections in cities with municipal pensions
covered by the Annual Survey of Public Pensions (ASPP).

Ferreira and Gyourko (2009) are measured in either log terms or percentage shares, and the same

transformations are retained here for comparability.2 City-level revenues, taxes and expenditures

all increase by about 20 percent in nominal terms or around 14 percent in real terms over the

same time window, while the share of city employees to city residents barely moves. There are no

systematic five-year-changes in the four shares at the bottom.

B How Valuable are Pension Promises When they are Under-

funded?

It is not totally obvious that public sector unions favor pension benefit expansions if they expect

these to potentially go underfunded. To provide an answer, this section therefore discusses the

various policy aims and trade-offs that politicians and union bargaining representatives face in

making these decisions. An illuminating discussion on this question can be found in DiSalvo (2015,

2 City-level controls as well as the fiscal outcomes in Ferreira and Gyourko (2009) are obtained from the Census
Bureau’s Annual Survey of Governments.
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Table A1: Descriptives on Outcomes

5-year Changes Deflated

Pension Outcomes

Δ+5 total benefits / #beneficiaries t-1 4.149 3.099
(5.302) (4.649)

Δ+5 contributions / #active members t-1 0.943 0.797
(5.511) (5.242)

City Fiscal Outcomes 

Δ+5 log per capita revenues t-1 0.224 0.143
(0.164) (0.105)

Δ+5 log per capita taxes t-1 0.225 0.144
(0.165) (0.104)

Δ+5 log per capita expenditures t-1 0.237 0.151
(0.187) (0.119)

Δ+5 log # city employees per resident t-1 0.003
(0.179)

Δ+5 % spent on salaries t-1 -0.008
(0.080)

Δ+5 % spent on police departmnt t-1 0.000
(0.015)

Δ+5 % spent on fire departmnt t-1 0.003
(0.026)

Δ+5 % spent on parks and recreation t-1 0.002
(0.026)

Notes: This table reports averages for changes in outcomes from one year before an election to four years after.
Standard deviations in parentheses. The second column additionally reports deflated values for variables defined in
dollar-terms.
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156-157). Empirically, Anzia and Moe (2019) provides compelling evidence that public sector

unions do favor pension benefit expansions even if these can be expected to go underfunded.

Pension benefit and contribution setting may be best characterized as a bargaining process

between a politician and a public-sector union representative, in which the politician maximizes

votes from core supporters (union-members) and other voters, while the union representative can

earn rents from union members for generating higher benefits, and from the politician for mobilizing

political support. The politician can promise pension benefits to secure the political support of

their core supporters. In practice, the blind spots in the ARC discussed in Section 1.1 above, in

combination with misleading budget neutrality of letting actual employer-contributions fall behind

their actuarially required levels, make pension promises a ‘shrouded’ benefit from the politician’s

point of view: they can bring out their core supporters while keeping a balanced budget in the eyes

of other voters. Many of these features are incorporated in the theory in Glaeser and Ponzetto

(2014). For a discussion of the general class of models on the interaction between special-interest-

groups and vote-maximizing politicians, see Persson and Tabellini (2000, ch.7).

One objection to such arguments is that the budget neutrality of unfunded pensions should

not matter because home-buyers capitalize future tax obligations into property values (Daly, 1969;

Brinkman, Coen-Pirani and Sieg, 2018). However, empirical evidence that announcements of major

adjustments in official funding levels of San Diego pensions reduced home prices (MacKay, 2014)

suggests exactly that voters do not see the true under-funding of the pension plan if it is not

officially announced to them. The reality of the ‘shroudedness’ of pension accounting means that

most home buyers will not anticipate future taxes related to covering funding gaps.

If the ability to under-fund pensions is key to the ‘shroudedness’ of pension benefits, it also

raises the question how union representatives and union members discount under-funded pension

benefits relative to fully funded ones in practice. It is possible that there is no discount at all

because under-funded benefits are still legally binding commitments. One caveat to that view is

that even if all obligations end up being paid in full, many union members may belong to the tax

base from which they are paid.3 However, this should be equally true of funded benefits. If, as

suggested by Inman (1982), retired pensioners are more likely to move out of the tax base, then

3 They may also be homeowners, and unfunded pension obligations may be capitalized into house prices (Daly,
1969; Glaeser and Ponzetto, 2014; Brinkman, Coen-Pirani and Sieg, 2018).
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Figure A2: McCrary Test for Bunching of the Running Variable
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Notes: This figure shows the McCrary Test for manipulation of the running variable VSDjt. The estimated disconti-
nuity (the ‘log difference in height’) is 0.0245, with a standard error of 0.5739 (and a resulting t-stat of 0.04270, thus
one cannot reject the hypothesis that the running variable has continuous support at the cutoff.

under-funding may actually be preferred.

There is also a separate question of how union members view biased actuarial assumptions

(such as over-optimistic AARs), when these are likely to be eventually adjusted and lead to future

increases in employee-paid actuarially required contributions. It seems probable that this scenario is

not salient enough to impact the average union member’s views of their benefits, although it is likely

to be very salient to the union representatives on pension boards. The narrative evidence of union

representatives pushing for and defending unrealistically high AARs supports this characterization

(Greenhut, 2009; Anzia and Moe, 2016).

C Validity and Robustness Checks

C1 Testing the Validity of the Identification Assumptions of the RDD Approach

C1.1 Testing Bunching of the Running Variable

Ferreira and Gyourko (2009) (like most close election studies around that time) did not test for
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bunching of the running variable. However, Eggers et al. (2015) tested for bunching in a wide

range of close elections including mayoral races in the U.S. (as well as historical and contemporary

elections for the U.S. House, statewide gubernatorial, state legislative, and close elections in other

countries), and conclude that the post-WW2 U.S. House appears to be the only setting where

there is some evidence of heaping, i.e. that incumbents are more likely to win very close elections.4

Figure A1 reports on a McCrary (2008) test in the data used here, confirming that there is no

bunching of the running variable in the data.

C1.2 Covariate Balance Across the Close-Election Cutoff

If the identifying assumptions of the RD design hold, covariates should be balanced across the

cutoff. Table A2 reports on the balancedness of city and election covariates, after trimming the

sample to include only elections within a ten-percent window around the winning cutoff. Table A2

includes the election year, and per capita benefits and contributions in the year before the election.

The table also reports on one-year lags of the eight main fiscal outcomes in Ferreira and Gyourko

(2009, TableII). Since these are all defined in per capita terms, the table also separately reports on

the underlying totals.

4 Vogl (2014) finds some evidence that in cities in the U.S. South black mayoral candidates are more likely to see
close wins than close losses. However, as Eggers et al. (2015) note, his evidence is based on only 38 close mayoral
races in the South between a white and black candidate.
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Table A2: Covariate Balance

Democrat Vote Share 
40-50%

Democrat Vote Share 
50-60% Difference

election-year 1996 1996 -0.17
(7.920) (8.161) [0.874]

Δ+5 total benefits / #beneficiaries t-1 15.432 15.345 -0.088
(10.065) (8.128) [0.942]

Δ+5 contributions / #active members t-1 2.664 2.368 -0.296
(4.188) (1.225) [0.439]

log per capita revenues t-1 0.533 0.407 -0.125
(0.686) (0.625) [0.203]

log per capita taxes t-1 -0.565 -0.669 -0.103
(0.773) (0.700) [0.349]

log per capita expenditures t-1 0.496 0.390 -0.106
(0.698) (0.681) [0.308]

log # city employees per resident t-1 -3.957 -4.096 -0.139*
(0.634) (0.541) [0.092]

% spent on salaries t-1 0.372 0.384 0.012
(0.096) (0.100) [0.403]

% spent on police departmnt t-1 0.061 0.072 0.011**
(0.030) (0.035) [0.030]

% spent on fire departmnt t-1 0.095 0.118 0.023***
(0.043) (0.055) [0.002]

% spent on parks and recreation t-1 0.045 0.053 0.008
(0.035) (0.054) [0.276]

log total population t-1 12.354 12.247 -0.107
(1.658) (1.327) [0.592]

log total revenues t-1 12.866 12.760 -0.105
(1.863) (1.517) [0.670]

log total expenditures t-1 12.833 12.727 -0.106
(1.852) (1.524) [0.667]

Observations 99 134 233

Notes: Column 1 reports on average characteristics of city- (or pension plan-)years were the Democratic Party
candidate narrowly lost. Column 2 reports on average characteristics of city- (or pension plan-)years were the
Democratic Party candidate narrowly won. Standard deviations in parentheses. Column 3 reports on the difference
between the two, with the p-value reported in brackets.
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Table A3: Re-Estimate Table 2 with Bandwidths Manually Set

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Bandwidth in [-0.25, 0.25]

Δ+4 3.772 2.732 3.493 2.607 1.506 1.547
[1.073; 6.471] [0.677; 4.787] [0.961; 6.025] [0.722; 4.492] [-0.700; 3.712] [-0.122; 3.216]

Δ+5 3.89 2.445 3.536 2.371 3.44 2.299
[1.693; 6.086] [0.741; 4.148] [1.315; 5.757] [0.681; 4.060] [1.090; 5.789] [0.559; 4.038]

Δ+6 2.765 2.145 2.216 2.171 3.173 2.51
[0.0211; 5.510] [0.105; 4.186] [-0.208; 4.639] [0.326; 4.016] [0.983; 5.363] [0.841; 4.180]

Bandwidth in [-0.20, 0.20]

Δ+4 3.801 2.937 3.384 2.76 1.317 1.559
[1.001; 6.601] [0.780; 5.094] [0.855; 5.913] [0.786; 4.734] [-0.893; 3.528] [-0.196; 3.313]

Δ+5 3.844 2.821 3.46 2.695 3.309 2.662
[1.549; 6.138] [1.063; 4.579] [1.162; 5.758] [0.940; 4.451] [0.884; 5.734] [0.829; 4.494]

Δ+6 2.82 2.23 2.126 2.137 3.106 2.641
[-0.0653; 5.706] [0.0758; 4.384] [-0.308; 4.561] [0.189; 4.085] [0.901; 5.312] [0.893; 4.390]

Bandwidth in [-0.15, 0.15]

Δ+4 3.65 3.466 3.205 3.273 0.692 1.592
[0.544; 6.757] [1.078; 5.853] [0.372; 6.038] [1.059; 5.486] [-1.737; 3.120] [-0.434; 3.619]

Δ+5 3.119 3.6 2.601 3.371 2.539 3.09
[0.651; 5.588] [1.644; 5.555] [0.248; 4.953] [1.405; 5.338] [-0.0671; 5.144] [0.978; 5.202]

Δ+6 1.62 3.051 0.637 2.723 2.111 3.146
[-1.722; 4.962] [0.622; 5.481] [-1.991; 3.265] [0.522; 4.925] [-0.259; 4.481] [1.175; 5.118]

Bandwidth in [-0.10, 0.10]

Δ+4 3.832 3.443 3.081 3.182 -0.105 1.269
[0.252; 7.411] [0.796; 6.090] [-0.264; 6.425] [0.799; 5.566] [-2.986; 2.775] [-0.817; 3.355]

Δ+5 2.261 3.489 1.037 3.218 1.256 3.102
[-0.811; 5.334] [1.434; 5.543] [-1.730; 3.805] [1.159; 5.278] [-1.635; 4.147] [0.812; 5.393]

Δ+6 2.479 2.309 -0.492 2.018 1.165 3.104
[-1.193; 6.151] [-0.415; 5.033] [-3.419; 2.435] [-0.287; 4.323] [-1.711; 4.040] [0.919; 5.289]

Polynomial quadratic linear quadratic linear quadratic linear 

Controls     + contrib. + contrib.

Notes: (a) This table re-estimates Table 2 when the bandwidth is set manually. (b) Columns 1–2 report the RD
results with only a linear or quadratic function f(VSDjt) included. Columns 3–4 add as control variables the year of
the election, the log of city population, the log of total revenue, the log of total city employees, and per capita benefits,
all measured in the year before the election. Columns 5–6 add the five-year change in per capita contributions as
a control when benefits are the outcome. (c) 95th percentile CI reported in square brackets, with standard errors
clustered at the state-year level. Unlike the other RDD estimations, this table reports on an OLS estimation around
the cutoff.
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Table A4: Re-Estimate Table 2 without the South

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

total benefits / # beneficiaries

Δ+3 3.261 2.216 3.032 1.836 3.137 1.091
[0.0855; 6.436] [-0.127; 4.559] [-0.267; 6.330] [-0.353; 4.025] [-0.0414; 6.315] [-1.010; 3.193]

{-0.333; 6.855} {-0.545; 4.977} {-0.754; 6.817} {-0.787; 4.458} {-0.470; 6.743} {-1.419; 3.602}
N=424 N=401 N=390 N=412 N=335 N=354

Δ+4 3.773 2.258 3.969 2.572 3.033 2.492
[1.434; 6.112] [0.396; 4.120] [1.707; 6.230] [0.863; 4.282] [0.646; 5.420] [0.653; 4.331]

{1.216; 6.330} {0.0917; 4.425} {1.489; 6.448} {0.589; 4.555} {0.360; 5.706} {0.333; 4.651}
N=403 N=429 N=388 N=439 N=316 N=323

Δ+5 5.650 3.887 3.801 2.972 3.847 2.820
[2.749; 8.550] [1.792; 5.982] [1.356; 6.245] [1.115; 4.830] [1.308; 6.386] [0.846; 4.793]

{2.448; 8.851} {1.405; 6.369} {1.018; 6.583} {0.762; 5.183} {0.981; 6.713} {0.453; 5.187}
N=408 N=372 N=431 N=394 N=415 N=383

Δ+6 3.960 4.251 4.026 4.106 5.174 4.946
[0.591; 7.329] [1.551; 6.951] [0.927; 7.125] [1.569; 6.643] [2.425; 7.924] [2.610; 7.283]

{0.156; 7.764} {1.037; 7.465} {0.565; 7.487} {1.060; 7.152} {2.079; 8.269} {2.087; 7.806}
N=379 N=332 N=382 N=307 N=336 N=248

Polynomial quadratic linear quadratic linear quadratic linear 

Controls     + contrib. + contrib.

Notes: (a) The baseline results study pension benefits four years after the election (i.e. ∆+5 denotes five years after
the baseline year before the election) This table investigates different time horizons, from three to six years after
the election. The bottom-two panels transforms the outcomes (and nominal controls) into constant 2010 dollars.
(b) Columns 1–2 report the RD results with only a linear or quadratic function f(VSDjt) included. Columns 3–4
add as control variables the year of the election, the log of city population, the log of total revenue, the log of
total city employees, and per capita benefits, all measured in the year before the election. Columns 5–6 add the
five-year change in per capita contributions as a control when benefits are the outcome. (c) For point estimation,
the choice of bandwidth is automated for each estimation separately, based on MSE-minimization (Cattaneo, Idrobo
and Titiunik, 2019, 4.2.4). A triangular kernel function is used. 95th percentile CI reported in square brackets, with
standard errors clustered at the state-year level. As a check on inference, Cattaneo, Idrobo and Titiunik (2019, 4.3.2)
recommend alternatively choosing the bandwidth to minimize the coverage error (CER) of the confidence intervals.
The corresponding CI are reported in braces.
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Figure A3 provides evidence that the core results are not likely to be driven by turnover in city

councils. I was able to locate records of city council elections for 146 city-years— roughly one-third

of the city-election observations that play any role in Table 2— and coded these up. On average,

three-quarters of council seats in these data were up for re-election at the same time as the mayor.

These consisted of cities were all seats are up for re-election at the same time as the mayor, as

cities were half of the council seats are up. On average, 29% of seats of council seats turned over

at the same time as the mayor, through a combination of candidates losing or not re-running.

Because the share of city-election observations with available council data is only one-third,

I do not include city-council data as a control. Instead, I calculate observations’ influence on

the core results (their bfbeta) after each of the six estimations in Table A3 (using the bandwidth

[−0.20, 0.20], and ∆+5) because this row is most comparable to Table 2). I then simply correlate

the bfbeta with the turnover of council seats to check whether more influential observations tended

to also see more council turnover during the mayoral election.

The evidence for this is exceedingly weak, as can be seen in Figure A3. There is basi-

cally no relationship between a city-year observation’s influence on the core results and its city

council turnover during the same election. The correlation coefficients across the six sub-panels

(moving left-to-right, and then top-to-bottom, equivalent to the six columns in Table A3) are

{0.0209,−0.0221, 0.119, 0.0572, 0.1518, 0.0678}.
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Figure A3: Correlating Observation-Influence with Turnover in City Council
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Notes: I calculate observations’ bfbeta after each of the six estimations (columns) in Table A3 (using the bandwidth
[−0.20, 0.20], and the time-horizon ∆+5). This figure’s six panels plot these six sets of bfbetas against the turnover
of council seats to check whether more influential observations tended to also see more council turnover during the
mayoral election: Table A3 columns 1–2 in the top panel, 3–4 in the middle panel, 5–6 in the bottom. The correlation
coefficients across the six sub-panels are {0.0209,−0.0221, 0.119, 0.0572, 0.1518, 0.0678}.
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